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Cannington Cold Stores

Biogas CHP delivers green energy
solution for cold storage   

Customer profile

Cannington Cold Stores operate a 9,000 pallet, 45,000 m3

facility in Bridgwater that serves a large number of food

producers. It provides frozen, chilled and ambient storage -

Frozen storage down to -25 oC, blast or gradual freezing,

chilled storage from + 2 to +10 oC, and ambient storage from

+10 to +15 oC. From here food goes through the process of

splitting, picking, packing and distributing throughout the UK,

Europe and worldwide. The by-product of the operational

activity is food waste.  

Site need

Cannington Cold Stores supports the promotion of renewable

energy to counter the serious problem of global warming.

With this aim Cannington looked for a biogas CHP solution

fuelled by the process by-product by feeding waste food

through an anaerobic digester to provide biogas. Electricity

and heat was required for site usage with the capability to

export electricity to the grid when appropriate.

Cogenco’s solution

The Cogenco engineering and project management team

assisted Cannington Cold Stores with the design and

installation of a modular biogas-fired CHP system designed to

provide the required electricity and heat flows. To provide the

necessary biogas fuel Cannington invested in developing a bio

gas digester/process system based on engineering advice

from Cogenco. Cogenco have carried out significant

development of biogas CHP technology and have used the

experience from over 70 biogas applications to build biogas

CHP systems that are robust and reliable. 

Generation of electricity and heat is derived from four

342kWe CHPs that provide the site electricity with the

electricity surplus exported to the grid under a ROC. Heat

from the CHPs feed the digesters to run the biogas generation

process and optimize the biogas generation. 

Using the food waste to generate biogas means that landfill is

avoided which reduces potential methane damage to the

atmosphere. By utilising the waste on-site road haulage to

remove the waste is avoided which cuts emissions from

multiple vehicle movements, reduces congestion and

potential danger to pedestrians and also limits vehicle noise

due to heavy haulage.



Cannington save costs associated with using fossil fuels. The

biogas is a carbon neutral fuel which has renewable benefits

for Cannington Cold Stores, boosting their environmental

performance, lowering the carbon footprint and enhancing

their corporate responsibility criteria in line with their policy.

The CHP run 24 hours a day and were installed, and are

operated and maintained, using Cogenco’s Integrated

Management System which provides remote monitoring and

control on a 7 days a week, 365 days a year basis. The Cogenco

team were closely involved with suppliers and the Electricity

Board to ensure electrical connection of the CHP went

smoothly.

Cogenco Limited, part of Dalkia Plc are a leading producer of

cogeneration units (combined heat and power, CHP). We offer

a full design package, assembly, pre-commissioning,

installation, commissioning and remote monitoring, covered

by a comprehensive maintenance and service package to suit

customer requirements. Cogenco units range from 35kWe to

2MW, and operate on a variety of fuels, including natural gas,

biogas, biomass, diesel, bio-diesel and landfill gas. Cogenco

now has over 550 units in operation worldwide.
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BENEFITS

l Cost savings of £152,500 per year

l Annual CO2 emission reductions of 1470 tonnes

l High efficiency energy delivery using on-site by-

products

l Design, installation, operation and maintenance

from expert team

l Year round operational support


